Requirements
• 40 MHz interaction rate → good event rejection needed.
• measure P T in Trigger Tracker for use in L1 trigger.
• match granularity to particle density (5 × 10 ) around beam-pipe
• good (∼ 100%) hit finding efficiency • low (∼ 1%) occupancy for pattern recognition • excellent δp/p ≈ 0.4% resolution for reconstruction of B s mass
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Trigger Tracker
• 28.3 and 37.7 cm long modules per ladder
• cover full acceptance with silicon (total of 8.3 m 2 )
• located in fringe-field in front of dipole magnet
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• two stations with each two planes in an (0, 0 ) and
• connect inner modules with flexible Kapton cable to read-out frontends
Inner Tracker
• located in proximity of beampipe behind magnet • 1.3% area, but 20% of tracks • three stations, four boxes of four layers each around beampipe (0
• 110 × 78 mm 2 size sensors
• 1-and 2-sensor ladders
Ladder Design
• 6 wavers, n-bulk, p + -strips
• single-sided sensors
• dead-area of < 2 mm between sensors on multi-sensor ladder
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Front-end • signal remainder after 25 ns < 50% of peaking time
• mirror charges arrive quicker
• Beetle tuned to accomodate various load capacitances
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